
10

-

8 Word \leaning
(Continued)

5.

0 duck
0 run
0 dress

7.

bus
bed
pan

6.

0 cat
0 play
0 car

8.

0 top
0 girl
0 store

.11111h ,r Lorrcct
orc, 8



D.P.I. Primary Reading

Criterion-referenced Screening Test

Level I

U S DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
DUCATION &WELFARE

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
EDUCATION

FIFE% QF

T 15t9s,y 00 017C.A.VjA' 0% CP
`Jr: ,OtYS Or . 'r Al 00 OP,N1,0%,

r) DT, NO' NF "FSSAQ.; r OF PPE
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Student's Name

I,D. Number

School

Grade
C\2 Teacher

Date

st4
O
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.

1. Color Recognition 1

red

\\ \

green

blue

3

00-

yellow

Number' (,()r r et t
PoSsIbl e Score



2 2. Shape Identification

4

%timber Correct
Possible Scnrp

,



C(P1( pt S

0 0

a

0 0

-nbyr Corry( t
Possibly Score



4. A 1 pliahvt R fcou,n t t on

a f A

0 0 0 0

1. M m n
IIMM4M5INIl....W...

0 0 0

V w

0. 0 0 0

B d b P

H u

0

n

0

0 0 0

6

F ( ,./ r f'l I

' S ' ' ' I ' S«)rt.



A.

play

1.

5

poly yalp ploy ypbl

0 0 0 0.

stop

2.

tops pots opts stop

0 0 0 0

klim mkil milk limk

0 0 0

reven newer veren evern

0 0

".:1,r;Wfr(A1,(.(l

MI )l( (()I'f" 1



6
al

6. Missing Parts

.1'

..,

S Number Correct
Possible Score 2



Pa-

f

3) '00 0t5
3:3

CD CD CD

L.0 0 00 a) Q

POD

a)

r-1

r:0 0
(N! C % C")

1..n.

tek

E 17)
0 TT) r_5

_

4'
C)

Q Q CD



8

I

AI

7. Word Recognition (Continued1

t

5.

0 yes
0 yellow
0 will

6.

0 man

0 tree
0 may

4

7.
0 ball
0 balloon
0 here

-.,

8

0 saw
0 make
0 soon

.,

4-

.9'.

0 play
0 pet'
0 went

10

10.
0 little
0 eat ,

0 look

:',irlwor Cor rcc t,"
Poss1 bl (-, S«Irr, In



8. Word Meaning

book

hat

cage

9

ball

dog

0 '.feet

window
bat

cow

0 tree

0 barn

0 house

0 hat

0 store

0 baby

S.



10

'

. Word Meaning
(Continmd)

5 4

0 duck
0 run
0 dress

7.

0 bus
0 bed
0 pan

-.)"(>1)

r

6.

00 cat.
0 play
0 car

1"Ave

0 top
0 girl
0 sfiore

,1111,1),,r ( orrecl
l'i)s.sibl" '-',( ()re 8



q. Initial Sounds 11

A.

toy
0

good we

0 0

B.

saw baby yellow
0 0 0

1.

made
0

home bus
0 0

2.

cake dog Jack
0 0 0

1:



12
q. Initial Sounds

(Conti nued)

,.,

box run happy
0 0 0

car
0

know went
0 0

5.

fast help book
0 0 0

6.

ducks
0

pony
0

1.1

little
r \



c). initial Sounds

(C cntInued)

7.

food

0

bird nest

0 0

8.

sat

0

ZOO

0

cage

0

9.

stop show what

0 0 0

10.

thing

0

chair call

1)

r^1

f'r
POS I{ Ole SCOre' 1





I ;
INS

Mr%

Ma-

-.=111116-

4111.11111117;

/11
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A.

11. Comprehension

0 We help mother.

0 Father rides
the train.

0 The boy can
jump.

-Tr

0 See the ball.

It can goiup

and down.

0 Here is Jack's

pet.

He looks funny.

1S



i

2.

11. Comprehension
(ContInued1 \,

17

0 See the house.

0 The dcig runs.

0 Look vt the ball.

3.

19

0 I like to play.

0 Daddy can ride.

0 This is a

birthday cake.



18 )1'prc (Continued)

The man has a boat.

0 He will paint the

boat blue "'and red.

Mary has a new dress.

I like my new green

dress.

Mother said, "Tom

0 the dog wants

something to eato"

Ann has a pet cat.

0 The little cat can

run and play.

I

2()



6.
1

'19

Ted's airplane

is lost.

0 HeNan't find

it.

Sue said, "Cdme

0
here Ted. Your

airplane is in

the tree."
A

7 Tim said, "What

is phis? I see

0 a big box,, Is

there a surprise

in it?"

"Yes," said

father. "It is

0 something you will

like., Can you

21 guess what it is?



H. CurITI,hi,c,-,
(C. oTil,!W d

9.

,,......

....,../.......,.........00..

20

Jack's aog is 3lackie.

0 3lackie can help.

He can help Jack work.

One day Jack threw

0 the ball far away.

3lackie found the

ball by the doghouse.

Mother rabbit said,

0 "See here! You are a

baby rabbit. Rabbits

don't swim."

_....."Don't you want to hop?

-- 0 A baby rabbit can run

and jump and hop."

22 rill)(:(,)ir,,
1



DPI Criterion-Referenced Screening Test

Level I

Directions for Administering Test

Test Prepared by - DPI Primary Reading
Central Office Staff

Joyce Zimpelmann, Director

23



Possible
Perception Score

Item 1 Color Recognition page 1 4

Item 2 Shapes page 2 2

item 3 Sizes page 3 2

Item 4 Alphabet page 4 3

Item 5 Word Configuration page '5 3

Item 6 Missing Parts page 6 2

Item 7

Item 8

Vocabulary

Word Recognition pages 7 and 8 10

Word Meaning pages 9 and 10 8

STOP

Word Analysis

Item q Initial Sounds

It em 10 nal Sounds

Comprehension

Item 11 teral

pages 11, 12, 13

pages 14, 15 7

pages 16, 17, 18

19, and 20



DPI CRITERION-REFERENCED SCREENING TEST, LEVEL 1

Directions for Administering Test

A. Purpose

Diagnosis is basic to all intelligent teaching. Its function is to facilitate
the optimum civelopment of every pupil through planning and implementing
learning experiences which will capitalize upon his strengths and interests
and minimize his weakness.

Diagnosis is an identification of strengths and weaknesses based upon
observ.able performance. The heart of diagnosis is an intelligent tntrpre-
tation of facts that leads to prescription development gearet to meeting each
individual's needs. Diagnosis, then must precede prescription and is the
foundation of soled, re ant instruction.

The three levels of diagnosis are:, over-all screen zg, specific skills
determination and intensive, causal delineation. It is with the first two areas
that the DPI Criterion-referenced Screening Test is concerned.

The comprehensive achievement test given to the DPI pupils last year
indicated that many of them had made great strides in their ability to read.
This test gave us an approximate grade placement level as a point of reference.
It does not, however, pinpoint the pupils' abilities and needs.

The DPI second and third graders passed many criterion--eferenced skills
tests-especially n the areas of perception and comprehension, need an
up-date, however, on the skills they have retained and internalized. We
need to know where to start and what.. to emphasize skill-wise. The DPI
Criterion-referenced Screening Test eurports to do this.

This test was devised in the following manner: the maior objectives
delineated in the Revised Quad Manual were listed and the mailr skills areas
within each objective noted. These skills areas were filen summarized and
over-lapping between sections indicated. At that point, serve,, test items
were written fo'r each skill area, i.e., basic sight words, consonant sounds
and clusters, consonant and blends, vowel and dipthongs,, etc.

The Student's Profile Sheet will indicate each pupil's strengths and weak-
nesses. The teacher will be able to use this summary to determine which
skill clusters the pupil has mastered and which he needs additional instruction

The DPI Criterion-referenced Screening Test,, Level 1,, then, will serve'
as an interim measur,ng dev,cf, child :It thf mIrl-potrit of the first year.



B, Administration Procedures

The DPI Criterion-referenced Screening Test may be administered to a
group of children by the Reading Specialist or classroom teacher assisted by
the monitoring technician. If the test is given to 15 children or more at a
time, a second person should be with the tester in order to Monitor the
children making sure that they follow procedures correctly.

The test should be given in two morning sessions each lasting no
longer than one-hour. The test should be done in less time than this but
ample time should be given for pupils to respond.

Children should he seated so that they can easily ,hear the examiner
and see the board. All test directions are to be read to t'e pupas but no
further elaboration should be given unless specifically indicated. This is
important since we are testing to see if the pupil has internalized the skill-
if he understand the process.

The test vocabulary should present no problems since the words used
are no higher than first grade level.

Follow the directions as they are itemized.

1. Color Recognition
Each pupil should have at least six crayons of different color s. Ask

pupil to follow as you read the directions to them. Call attention to the
four pictures. DO NOT READ THE NAMEJ COLORS. This is part
of the test. Look at the pictures. Color the picture s as directec..

2. Shape .Identification
Ask pupils to follow.as you re-ad the directions to them. Read the first

direction. PAUSE BRIEFLY until the selection has been made. Now read the
second direction. Allow a brief time for marking the shapes. Look at the
picture' of the man. Put the number 1 inside of the circle. Put the number
2 inside of the Square.

3. Size Concepts
Ask pupils to follow as vou read the directions to them. Call attention

to the first picture. Read the first direction. PAUSE BRIEFLY until the
selection'has been made. Read the second direction. Allow a brief time
for Marking the answer. Disc )urage random guessing. Fill in the space
under the- bigger cat. NOW fill in the spat E. under tie' thinner belt.



4. Alphabet Recognition

Preparation Write item A on the chalkboard.

A. a m f A b

0 0 0 0 0

Directions; Instruct the children to look at page 4 and follow as
you read the directions to them. Call attention to
the row of letters in sample A.; Have the pupils to
fill in the space under the two letters in the row that
have the same name, (Fill in the space under the
letters a and A on the chalkboard.)

(Make certain by observing the children's work that the
directions are understood. ) Then continue ny instructing
them to do the next three rows as they did the example.

5. Word Configuration

Preparation:- Write item A on the chalkboard.

A [ play palv yalp play ypal
0 0 0 0

Directions Instruct the children to look at page 5 and follow as
you read the directions to them, Call attention to
the word play on the chalkboard. (Have the children
to look at the word play in they r booklets. ) Ask the
children to look at the four words that follow it and
fill in the space under tht word that is identi(al
(Fill in the space wider the woes play on the ,chalk-
board.

(Make certain by bbse rvir_; the (luldren's work that
the directions are understood.) Then «wtinu '

instructing them to do the next three rows as the
did the example.



t), Part-Whole Relationships

Directions: Instruct the children to turn to page and follow as `ou
read the directions to them. Call attention to the two
pictures. Have the children look at each picture and
draw the part of the picture that is missing,

7. Word Re:ognttion

Preparation: Write items A and B on the chalkboard before starting
the test ,

Directons:

A. o cake B. o dog
o eat o go

o car o daddy

Open your k ooks to page 7,,

Find the letter A at the top of the page and look at the
three words in that Find the word CANE. Fill
in the space in front of the word CAKE. Now find the
letter B and look at the three words in that ''o)<., Find
the word DOG, Fill in the space in front of the word
DOG.

(Make certain by oberserving the children s work
that the directions are understood, Then «int, ntle

v saving the words listed beloNA, l'se the directions
as in the exampl.' saving each word twice', t

1. help
store

turn the page
-,. will
7 ha 1 1 oon
'4. went

2; children
4, came

tree
is saw

it),, eat



10

0 by the cage

0 over the cage

-----.

0 in the cage
/

0 off the cage

0 on the cage

0 under the cage

4.4

Nialthcr-Corr-ct
ii():,..,iille':',4,Mr,',,,



10. Final Sounds

Directions:;

under baby or, the chalknoa.rd. ) (Before continuing
make certain by observing the children's work that
the directions are understood, Then continue with
the rest of the test, using the words listed below.
Say each word twice as in the examples, but do not
read the words in the test booklet and do not give
the answers. Make certain that the children complete
each of the 10 items, Items 3-6 are on page 12 and
items 7-10 are on page 13. )

1. mother
2. jump
3. help
4. we
5. funny

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

pocket'
new
see
she
children

Open your bocklets tD page 14. Find the letter A
at the top of the page, and look at the three pictures
on that row. The three pictures are boat, coat,
ball. Which picture names sound alike at the end?
Yes, boat and coat. BE SURE THAT THE CHILDREN
FILL, IN BOTH SPACES. Make certain by observing
the children's work tha the directions are understood.
Then continue by telling the children to look at the
three pictures in number 1 and to fill in the space
below the two pictures whose names sound alike
at the end. Continue with each item 1-7. (Be
sure that the children understand that items 4-7
are of. page

11. Literal Coraprehension

A.

Preparation:: Before starting the test, write item A on th chalk
board without the pirtare but with the box.,

0 Vie help mother.

0 Father rides the train
0 The boy can jump.



Directions:

(

`.par. your booklet to page 16. (Check to see that
the children have turned to the correct page. ) Put
,,u,_11.- marker under the first picture. (Point to the
correct place in a test booklet. ) Look at the
picture, then read the three sentences beside it to
yourselves. (Pause) Find the one that tells about
the picture. (Pause) Fill in the space in front of
the sentence that tells about the picture.
Let's look at the sentences together. WE HELP
MOTHER. FATHER RIDES THE TRAIN. THE
BOY CAN JUMP. The answer is THE BOY CAN
JUMP. Fill in the space in front of THE BOY CAN
JUMP. (Fill in'the space on the chalkboard. ) (Make
certain that the children complete each of the nine
items which will complete the test. Check through-
out the test to see that the children are doing all
of the pages. )

a

31

.,.



Student's Profile

A. Tally Sheet

Pupil's Name

I. D. 'Number

DPI-CRI Screening Test: Level

School

PREPARE in DUPLICATE
Send Du licate to DPI Director

Grade

Teacher

Date of Test

Possible
Item No. Score

Pupil's
Score

Perception 41

1. Color ReCOgnition 4

?.., Shape Identification 2
3. Size COncepts 2

4. Alphabet Recognition 3

5. Word Configuration 3

6. Part-Whole Relationships 2

16

Vocabulary
7. Word Recognition 10

8. Word.--Meaning 8

18

Word Analysis
9. Initial Sounds 10

10. Final Sounds 7

17

Comprehension
11. Literal 9

Skills Summary

Possible Pup! 1! s
Score Score

Perception 16

Vocabulary 18

Word Analysis 17

(-omprehension 9

Total 32 60



Answer Key - - DPI Criterion-referenced Sc reening Test - Level 1

1. apple - red 9. 1) made 6) pony
boat - green 2) Jack 7) nest
kite - blue 3) happy 8) sat
sun - yellow 4) went 9) show

5) fast 10) chair
2.

10. 1) cake - rake
2) hat - cat

3, bigger cat 3) car - star
thinner belt 4) 'fire - tire

5) house mouse
4. 1) Mm 1 6) man - fan

2) wW 7) duck - truck
3) 13b

11. 1) Here is Jack's pet. He looks
5. 1) stop funny.

2) milk 2) See the house:
3) never 3) This is a birthday cake.

4) Mary has a new dress. I like my
6. the clown ear new dress.

the truck wheel 5) Mother said, "Tom the dog wa, i.

something to eat."
7. 1) help 61. tree ') Sue said, "Come here Ted. Your

2) children 7) balloon airplane is in the tree."
3) store 8) saw 7) Tim said, "What is this? I s,
4) came 9) went hig box. Is there a surprise in it
5) will 10) eat 8) One day jack threw the ball far

away. Mackie found the ball 1),-,

8. 1) ball =',1 duck the doghouse.
2) house () car 9) "Don't you want to hop"' A baby

3) bat 7) bed rabbit can run and itin-ip and hop."
4) hat top

.43



D.P.I. Primary Reading

Criterion-referenced Screening Test

Level EL

Student's Name

I.D. Number

School

Grade

Teacher

Date

34



1

3

red

/

1 Color

green

A

yellow

35

Number Correct
Possible Score: 4



2

0

0

2. Shape

2.

0

Number Correct
Possible Score: 2

36



3. Size

0 0

37

3

Number Correct
Possible Score: 2



.4"

1.

2.

3.

4.

N

OcROK000,00
141111M111111414141141111110

4

S M00 t m00

L D b u B00000
4. Alphabet

3S

Number Correct
Possible Score:: 4



1.

3,
,..

lost tsol stol lost olts
0 0 0 0

girl

le

rain

lirg girl gril rlig

0 0 0
1...1

airn Iran nair rain

0 0 q 0

5. Configurations

39

Number Correct
Possible Score: 3



6
V

6. Part/whole

..

)

.

Number Correct
possible Score: 2 ,

40 .



,.,

IThe boy played
0 in the f ire

0 with the
balloon

7. Phrase sequence

41

Number Correct
Possible, Scort.:,



8

0

8. Sound/ symbol
42

0

Number Cor rect
Possible Score



..._-_...

0

toys

1 0

I

1

1

0
i

;

0

0

homes

43

0

--

1



10

0 by the cage

o over the cage

0 in the cage--;

0 off the cage

0 on the cage

0 under the cage

4,1

NialtheiCorr-ct
P(),t1SILAC'.1tOr,.,



11

1,r She read the reu book.
0 0 0 0 0

Tom may be looking for the bee.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,

11 Homonyms Number Correct ____
Possible Score: 2

___

i

0 yellow
The cak- is small.

0 little

Betty ran to the shop.
.... 0 horse

0, store

12. Synonyms Number Correct
Possible Score: ,

,...

45



12

go
0 stop

0 who

he
0 let

she0

run 0

with

walk

13 Antonyms Number Correct
Possible Score: 3

*

0 playing
0 plays

0 rain
It this morning. 0 rained

0 rabbits
The are playing. 0 rabbit

.__

14. Inflectional endings

46

Number Correct _
Possible Score: 3



1. The goat was unkind to the dog.

0 not kind
0 Kindness

r

2. Ben was unhappy about the game.

0 glad
0 not happy

3. Ted was impolite to his sister.

15. Prefixes

0 pleasing
0 not polite

47

Number Correct
Possible Sccire: 3

13



14

1. The baby is sleepy.

0 ready to sleep
0 can't sleep

2. Walk slowly down the steps.

0 not slow

0' in a slow way

3. They saw the painter eating cake.

16. Suffixes

0 someone who paints

0 a man working

48

Number Correct
Po3sible Score: 3



15

1. Ed helped with the housework.
0 0 0 0 0

2. She wants a yellow raincoat.
0 0 0 0 0

17. Compound words Number Correct
Possible Score: 2

can catch a ball.

0 Her 0 She 0 Our

2. They got a prize for picture.

0 them 0 him 0 their

18. Pronouns Number Correct
Possible Score: 2

49



16

A kitten can have fun playing

with many things. Ann saw hei* pet

kitten looking at something. Then

she saw the kitten run to a little

round looking thing. It was hard

to see in the grass. Ann went to

see what it was. There was a turtle!

1. The kitten played with

O the grass

0 the turtle

A.

I

2. Ann's pet W2S

0 a round thing

0 a kitten

19. Details Number Correct
Possible Score: 2

5()



1 2. 3.
17

boy

girl

blue

red

cake,

fish

baby
t

yellow peanut

0 children 0" children' 0 children

o toys 0 toys 0 toys

0 colors 0 colors 0 colors

0 food 0 food 0 food

20. Categortes Number Correct
Possible Score: 3

She took off her dress and shoes.

Then she went to sleep.

Betty came home from school.

2!. Sequence'

51

NInlinerC()rrCcl
_

Pi),4,Ibl' S« re:



18

GOING TO THE ZOO

Nancy went to the zoo. Before

she went she worked for some money.
Many friends gave a penny for the
cakes she had to.sell. She helped
her sister paint a bike. Then she
helped her mother make a dre'ss.

Nancy got peanuts with some of
her money. It was fun for her to
give peanuts to the animals.

1. Before Nancy went to the zoo
0 she had a bike

0 she worked for money
0 she found a penny

2. After she had some money
0 she made a cake

0 she had fun with a bike

0 she got .some peanuts

22. ,Seqopri( f
7'11rIlhel-COrrect _

.):-.- ' it ::«)rf, 2



Judy was so cold she

0 put on her coat

0 went to a picnic

9

2. The dog barked when he

0 went to sleep

0 saw a cat

3. She laughed when she saw the
...

0 funny show

0 baby cry

Number Correct
23. Cause /effect Possible Score: 3

52

19



20

A BIRD

Jim watched the bird go up

into the tree. He had something.

He was going to make a home. The

bird looked all around. Then he

went up, up to the top of the tree.

It was hard to,see where the bird

was building his nest.

0 The birds fly away

0 The bird looked at his nest

0 The bird, was making a home.

Number Correct
Y4. vialn 1 ri P a Possible Score: I

5.1 ,



CARS

We like to ride in cars. We

ride to work in them. We ride in

them for fun. Many men work to

make them. They_ paint them nary

colors. We like good, beautiful

cars.

0 Riding in Cars

0 Funny Cars

0 Using Cars for Fun

25, Summar' Auui,

55

d Work

Nut/11)er Cor re( t
Pos ore:

21



22

2 3.

jump

0

coat

0

morning
0

rz

funny walk build

0 0 0

26. Bash A. hon Words
Number Correct
Possible Score: 3

1. the big ball
0 0 0

2 the green grass
0 0

3 the happy girl
0 0 0

s'
27. Des( rjoive or ti,,

N(11-.11)er (,nr re, I
I )ns 1)1 e S«): 3



23

1. Now do rockets go?

Rockets go very fast
0 0 0 0

2. Where did Bill see a turtle?

Bill saw a turtle at the zoo.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

28. When, what, where, how phrases Number Correct
Possible Srore: 2

57



24

20. con.onants Nvunber Correct
Possible' Score: 5

t414,1.

1,..:

oA

s w h w

0 0 0 0 0

n 1_ c k n d c h
0 0 0 0 0

k _ci___ s t c k th
0 0 0 0 0

5S
is,111111)(1- (Arrie( t

-wore



1

2

3

4

3.

go t
0

S

0

train L
0

S
0

pet L

0
S
0

up L

0

,

S

0

ride L
0

S

0

31. nv,:sio,rt (,er rect.

25

1. cow 1
stlow now

0

new nowI

two
0

next blue
0 0

out house
0

one
0

you
0

hair 1 truin
0

3 )tpt
r

her pair
0

59

rrt'Ci
(o-:-



26

1.j
2.

it's 0 it was

0 it is

can't
0 can not

0 am not

33. Contractions Number Correct
Possible Score: 2

1

2

3.

bike b ( k e
0 0 0 0

boat boat
0 0 0 0

play p 1 a I.

0 0 0 0.

.c .

34. Consonant, vowel
irregularities

GO Number Correct
Possible Score 3



27

color

day

balloon

animal

egg"

animal

day

balld'on

color

egg

balloon

color

day

animal

egg

animal

balloon

color

day

egg

0 0 0

35. Alphabetical order
Number Correct
Possible Score: I

.......1

My Birthday Cake . . 804 7

A Funny Ride .. . . .
.

.12

Goat in a Cage . . . . ..18

The Yellow Bike . . . . .24

The Dog' Show . . . . . . ..29

1. On what page does the story

A Funny Ride begin?

2. What is the name of the story

that begins on page 24?

'it,. Taid e of cont ent s

61

rnbcr Correct
Pos'st ble Score:- 2



28

1. play a show

0 The children gave a play.

0 The children will play ball.

2. saw to have seen ,something

0 Ken will saw the tree down.

0 Ken saw the airplane.

3. store. to put something away

0 Betty went to the store:

0 Betty will store the cake in

the box.

37. Word meanings /glossary Number Correct
Possible Score : 3

r 62



1.

S M Ili T Fis
I 2 3 I s

7 8 7 jo
,_i

11 142.,

13 111 15 /417 Il If
20 21 22 23 2e/ 25. 24

2 7 2 8 2 9 30

2_9

You would look at
this to find:

0 the day of the
week

0 something new

0 a game Ito play

You would look in
this to find:

0 some money
Gca good story
0 someone's picture

38. Reference source Number Correct
Possible Score: 2

END OF TEST 63
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DPI cm FEilfcr.;_,RI,FI :1<E'N, ;;S:REENIN( TEST, LEVELS II and III

L)irc ctions for Administering I t.st

A. Purpose'

I)iagnosi. is ba is to ail effective teaching. Its function is to
facilitate the optimum de% elopment of every pupi' through planning
and implementing learning experiences which will 'apitalize upon
his strengths and interests and minirme his weaknes -Les.

Diagnosis is an identification of strengths and weaknesses based
upon observable pertormance. The heart of diagnosis is an intelligent
interpretation of fat ts that leads to prescription development geared
to meeting cauh individual s needs. Diagnosis, then, must precede
prescription tied 14 the foundation of solid, relevant instruction.

tree le_ ls t,t chagnu,i.-, arc: over-ail creening, specific
tnd intensive diagtiosis, rt is with the first two areas

ri -e a (,ritcion-rt ferenc Sl roe otni2, I e, ,t. is concerned.

cithievenient test given each year indicates
that roan} students make great strides in their ability to read. This
test gives its an approximate' grade placement level as a point of
reference. It doe, not, however, pinpoint the student's abilities
and needs. V, L. ne d to know where' to start and what skills to
emphasise, the DPI Criterion-referenced Screening Test pur-
ports to (10 tilts.

This tc \AA, tie '1,-,ed in the followmg manner: the major objectives
outlined in the' :;(-,ised Quad Manual were' listed and the major skills
areas within each oh ectice noted. These skills areas were then summ-
arized and o.e -lapping i,etween sections indicated. At that point, sur-
vey to t :tents were 'a ritten for each skill area, i.e., basic sight words,,
consonant -.mind-, atilt m losters, e onsonant and blends, vowel and dip -
thongs, elm .

The , Profile ,Sheet \\, ill Indic ate' each pupil's strengths and

weakries,,,. 'Le teat w ill ha, ahl to use this summary to determine
which -,1,111 c

i t. r 111, Haiti I mastered and which he needs additional
instruction in.,
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The DPI Criterion-referenced -eening Test, then, indicates a starting
point foi eachchild at the beginning of the year.

B. Administration Procedures

The DPI Criterion-referenced Screening Test may be administered
to a-group 'of children.by the reading specialist or classroom teacher
assisted by the monitoring teci4nician. If the test is given to 15 or more
children at a time, a second person should be with the tester in order to
monitor the children making sure that they follow procedures correctly.

The test should be given in two morning sessions each lasting no
longer than one-hour. The test can be done in less time than this but
ample time should be given for all pupils to respond.

Children should be seated so that they can easily hear the examiner and
see the board. Desks should be arranged so the children cannot see another
child's work. All test directions are-to be read t'o the pupils but no further
elaboration should he given unless specifically indicated. This is important
since we are testing to see if the pupil bas internalized the skill- if ne
understands the proc,.,,s.

The vocabulzry should present \no problems since a majority of words
used are no higher than second grade level and many are at first grade level,

Administering the Test

GIVE OUT THE TEST BOOKLETS

READ ALOUD ALL DIRECTIONS PRINTED WITHIN THE BOXES.
FOR SOME ITEMS THE DIRECTIONS WILL DIFFER FOR LEVEL II
AND LEVEL III.

66
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I, Color Kt

tt
Call utter-Ai-1,
COLORS 111, ; .1 t

I it

',\,n ()I' 1111.:

[Look d.t tilt' 1,1 1 '. t kl. ttit 4.'(.k1 d

.tell yo..

2. 5-ia.,)t_, Iut rit I I,

Rad t t: i

b filakit..
Inv tile

DIRE:, I k

1..

1,001k at t tit zkk.' tk ,lk 1

CIVCI.C. ( l \ rk )1%

Call dtt r.rit toil
until th,

Allo a brii

Look at H.,
THE lilt ;(,Ii
Now look it

evl II) rtti'

icolon
l,r1,t time for
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t, ittnt I ;IL I the' pupil:, to nil In
bi;,It it I tilt' ;

1,at 111t bdIt1C licliiIC.
t I'', C4, ; Z" Unt

I,. 0i, it ,1
tt . tt (0.?

1.; ' the- tw.,, tt.,

t he r .

(1,i ott
,rig 1. rt,

(

t

11.., spa, e ,hider 010' two
VIII in flit, hpac es

, that the Jani

lit liildren to Lott(
the word that

1 t a:-; the,/ did the first one.

t I !lithe spa( e under
t 7, first word in the row.

ti,,a for impils to fill in the

ft; pit tare that I.-, missing.



7. Phrase Sequencing

Pu+
selection. Emp,
sensible sentence.

n

DIRECTIONS

on the )(.)ctr-,1 ,,nd help pupils determine the correct
e that the two phrase:, that go together must make a

a little boy.

0 hides nuts.

11111V z

Look at the phrase for number 1. Fill in the space by one of
the two phrases by riimber 1 that makes it a good sentence.
Then tool- at the phrase for number 2, II in space by one
of the two phrases by number 2 that makes it a good sentence.

Sound-s% mbol lzeiat,onshtp,-;

Aft

DO '';C:F "111E Fhe pupils are expected to do tilts
independently and (4.Pf erniine 'itch one Is different.

DIRECTIO:

,Look at each picture. Fill in the sn-ice under the picture that
does not bekzin with the same sound as the other pictures.

. 13ic ture

DO `.,OT I 111E%! I HP, V,,,OR DS OR IDEN IFFY T11E'

DERI:C1- 10'lb

Read !ach wo4d to ywursell. !hen lool, at the pictures. VIII'
:n the spa. .t, bN the tl%o pi( tures nat ,,tands for that word.
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10. IteCU t7 It 1 )11 tTt) S 1 ti

,'tit .)11f-a.e- h% the plitire. DO NOT READ THE
PHRASES.

DIRECTIONS

0, the -,,, e b% the' phi a so that tells about the pictures:
,,ok pit titre. Read the phra:st s by each picture. Fill

o e

11. Ilomonymb

Put this ,,n the h,)ard and explain it.

arle icnes% ',or mother could like her new dress.
0 0 0 II 0

DIRECTIONS

Fill in the spac,e tinder the two words in each sentence that sound
alike but ha' e diifrnt meaning:,

1?.. Synonym.

DO NO I Pl.:AD 't ES-1 SF:v.1 ENCE:S 10 VHF, PlrPII.S.

DIRECTIONS

Read ea: i I !ncl a.v.ord h\ the sentence that means
the same a- tbA: inderitned ',e()rd in the sentences., Fill in the
space by t n''

nt 0 :1\

1) t' tf it II,('

that tote f' i! .1,, .
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AntOnV ont.

Example up down

DO NOT READ ['NE WORDS

DIRECTIONS

Look at the words in the first column. Find a word in the second
column that is the opposite of each word in the first column. Fill
in the space by the word tl t is the opposite for the word in the
first column.

14. Rcogniton of Inflectional Endings in Sentence Context

Point out the sentt.nce and word choices. DO NOT READ THE
WORDS UP I iil. SI ;:\ FENCES,

DIRFCTIONS

ea( 1, senten, e with a missing word. Fill in the space by the
word a:ter the sentence that toes in the blank.

Det err-lulling \leaning of Prefixes lisp(' in Sentence.

DO NOT l D f IF: V, OR DS IIF, SENTENCES.

DIRECTIO`:,S

Read each e., Fill in the space by the phrase that tells
what the underlined word incans,

Determinirlo the Meaning of Suffixes Used 11'1 Sentence Context

DC) ) I l f A D I if?: 1,VOR DS OP I Ur: SENTENCES.
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DLRF. I 1()%;',

t\ t 1 11. 111 tht kpcik rr, the phrase's that tells
N.A. hal t- 11; ;It' rimed vvor,1 ulecins,

17. F _jciLr k onlpounci Word., in Sehten( e Context

Explain the' dire( tion dra.k a line; tiet%% een' and illustrate it on
the I,oa rd v. ith exartipleii

I he t),e,t rnan bronht the letter.
0

IX) :NCH kF,Ai I HE, 1-:\i-KI-; I() 1-111:: C1111 DREN.

1)110.2:C I It

Read ti e . I tn 1 the , orrn,,,ind \iord in ea, h bentence.,
1:), Cht, %%ord., Draw a lir,e between

thc ra Iittt rd,, that n tbt te ,oinn,gund %%ord.,

I k 00 ult 1,!

1)k.) CHIA 1)11::\,

DfNI I t(

P. a e i t`TIS tt V. 1 '11 In Cflt '\ the ).,vord that 'hal, Vs
r t -,entrin

). I ndn Deta raTa.211

'II t I e t t t raw raph the' n pi 1 s a V !teen r esq red t
1,11( c' the n, to real 1 t a"t".1.1', hen,rf currir)leting th :,.ere

I 111,NI (lc I; \ EN ,C-}'-', 1()



DIRECTIONS

Read this st (,r\ to vour:-elf, Then read the sentences under the,
story. VII! in the space by the phrase that finishes the sentence
and tells about the story.

20: Placing Words in iategories

The following werch are to be put on the chalkboard, arranged in
the format used in the te,-,t booklet:

bed khair table (furniture)

nlan worhan no\ (people)

!A. HEAD 111E '.VOID DS TO THE PUPILS.

DIRECTiCim

ouk at each row, of words. 'The three words in each row are
alike in some wa\ . How are they alike"'
I.evel IF :mil( at the words in each row. Fill in the space by
the one v.ord that tell what the three words in that row Ere.
1.e\ el III ook at the words that are underlined at the top.
Find a word that tells what he three words in each -ow E.re.
Write the nurn')er for that word on the blank by the row of words.

21. Arranging Sent en< es :Event,1 in Sequent e

Call the pupi'., attention to the three sentences. Review the meaning
of the concept,' first - next last. 1)0 NO I. READ THE SENTENCES TO
THE PITPII S.,

DIRECI IONS

1,0o1,-- at Ulf ,e three : Fences. Whi, h one happened first''
W a.l'ut a I be- .de it. hich one happened next. Put 2. beside

it., i--k,t d : tH,-.6 11:< ()no' t11,0 11 ipnened last.,



22. Arranging Story Events in Sequence

Remind the pupils toyeadthe story carefusily before answering
the questions, DO NOT Rtl'AD THE PARAGRAPH OR THE SENTENCES
TO THE PUPILS.

DIRECTIONS

Read this story.
LEVEL II - Then rinish the sentences about the story by filling in
the space by the phrase that makes the sentence true.
LEVEL III- Then answer the questions about the story by filling
in the space by the phrase that i-8 the right answer.

23. Cause and Effect Relationship.

DO NO F READ FITE SENTENCES TO THE PUPILS

DIRECTIONS

Look at these sentem es. I. ill in the space by the phrase that
is the best one to make the sentence a good sentence.

24, Main Idea of A Stor%

Explain the term -main idea" what the story is about, the
important thing that happened. DO NO'!' READ TIIE STORY OR SEN-

TENCES TO i

DIRECTIONS

Read this story. Fill in the' space by the one sentence that
tells beat what tlu, story is about.

10
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4

25. Summarizing

Explain the term "summarize" - means what the whole' story is
about. 4

DIRECTIONS

Read this story. Fill in the space by the two ideas that tells
best what the whole story is about.

STOP HERE

END OF FIRST SESSION

11
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SECOND SESSION

Give out tests: Have pupils turn to page 22, Item 26. Be sure each
pupil has marking p. ,t1:-toic.

26. Recognition of Basle Action Words

DO NOI READ 111F,'WORDS FO THE PUPILS.

DIRECTIONS

Fill in the spa«, under the one word in each box that is an action
word - a word that tells about an action.

27, Recognition of De s''riptt'.t Sight Words

DO NO1 READ 'UIIF woRDS4F0 "IIIE PUPILS.

DIRECTIONS

Read ea( I. phrase. in the spae:, under each phrase that tells
what lcmd, about the thing or person in the phrase.

28, Recounition of Vhen, What, Where, How Phrases

Discuss briefk the meaning of the terms - when, :iat, where, and
how by giving these exarnp1e,-,

Example:;

1. Where' Tohn go''
loth; went to 4,01001.

(j

2., How did the car go
the ( 4.r went to() fa tit:

i; 0

12
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DO NOT READ THE TEST TO THE PUPILS.

DIRECTIONS

Read each question and the sentence that follows it. Fill in the
space under the words in the sentence that answer the question.

29. Identifying Initial Consonants, Blends, Digraphs

Emphasize the concept ''beginning sound" by giving the following
examples:

a) Hold up a picture of a familiar object that begins with a
single consonant (book, toy, doll, etc. )

Say: This is picture of a . The word
begins with the sound.

b) Do a second example using a picture word that begins
with a consonant blend (dress, flower, clown, etc. )

Say: This is a picture of a
begins with the
the pictures.

DIRECTIONS

. The word
blend. Say the names of

Listen as I say the name of each picture. Fill in the space (Level II)
under; (Level III ) la the letter or letters that stand for the sound
with which the names of each picture begins.

30. Identifying Final Consonants, Blends Digraphs

Ernpha.41ze the concept "ending sound" by giving the following
examples:

a) Hold up a picture of a familar object that ends with
a single consonant (dog, cat, man)

13 7;,



Say:- This is a picture of a . The word
ends with the sound.

b) Hold up a second picture that is an illustration of
blend or digraph (bank, dish, peach, etc:)

Say:: This is picture of a The word
ends with the blend or digraph. Say the
names of the pictures,

QIRECTIONS

t

Listen as I say the name of each picture. Fill in the space (1 evel II)
under; (Level HI) by the letter or letters that stand for the sound with
which the name of each picture ends.

31. Distinguishing Between Long and Short Vowel Sounds

The term "long sound",:- may be explained by recalling that the vowel
says its name. Use these examples:

bake - - The a is long. It says its name.

bed - - The e is short. It does not say its name.

READ THE WORDS TO THE PUPILS

DIRECTIONS

Listen to each of these words. If you,hear a long vowel sound, fill
in the space under the L by the word. If you hear a short owel
sound, fill in the space under the S by the Word.

32. Identifying Dipthongs and "r" Controlled Vowels

Be sure the pupils understand that they are to match the vowel sound
of the three words with the vowel sound in the first word,

14
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Examples::

can hat cape far
0 0

her hair bird for
0 0

DO NOT SAY THE WORDS

DIRECTIONS

Look at each row of words. Fill in the pact under the one word
in each row that has the same vowel sound athe first word in
th'e row.

33. Contractions

The term "contraction" can he recalled by presenting the following
examples on the chalk board,

a) didn't means did not h) I've means I have

0 is not I I have
didn't I've

did not 0 I will

Help them remember that the' apostrophe means that a letter or
letters are left out.

DO NOT READ THE WORDS

DIRECTIONS

Look at the word by number I. Fill in the space by one of the
phrases that is next to it that tells what the word means. Then

look at the word by number 2. Fill in the space by the phrase
that tells what that word means,

15
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34. Consonant-Vowel Irregularities

Remind the students that "silent letters'' are letters you see in words
but do not hear.

DIRECTIONS

i

Look at each word, Fill in the space under the letter or letters
in each word that you do not hear when you say the word.

35. Alphabetical Sequence

Tell the pupils to look carefully at each letter in each word. DO

NOT TELL THEM THE WORDS.
-'5'

DIRECTIONS

Look at these words carefully.
Level II: Look at the first list of words. Look at the other lists of
words. Fill in the space under the one list that is arranged in
alphabetical order or a, b, c, order.
Level III: Re-write the words in alphabetical order. Write them
on lines by the words.

3o. Using A Table of Contents

Hold up a book showing the Table of Contents. Do not elaborate
further. DO NOT READ THE QUES1 0115 TO THE PUPILS.

DIRECTIONS

Look at this Table of Contents. Answer the questions about it.
Write the answer on the line after the question.

16
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37. Locating Appropriate Word Meanings in a Glossary

This is an advanced skill so some pupils will he confused by the
questions. DO NOT READ THE WORDS, THE QUESTIONS OR THE
SENTENCES. DO NOT ELABORATE.ON Tl-E DIRECTIONS FOR
LEVEL III.

DIRECTIONS

Level II: Here are some words with one of their meanings given.
Fill in the space by the sentence under each word that has the
word in the sentence with the meaning that is given by the word.
Level III; Here is part of a glossary page. Look at it carefully.
Then answer the questions about it.

38. Determining the Appropriate Reference Source

You may name the four reference source - dictionary, atlas,
telephone directory, encyclopedia for the pupils but DO NOT READ

THE SENTENCES.

DIRECTIONS

Level II: Here are some things where you can find information.
Fill in the space by the words that will make a true (or good)
sentence, For number 1 and for number 2.
Level III: Here are some names of reference books. Which
ones would you use to find the information asked for' Answer
the questions by filling in the space with the number that is by
the right reference book.

EN D071.71F. SI
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ANSWER KEY D. P. I. READING
LEVEL 11 CRITERION REFERENCED SCREENIN9 TEST

I., 1) ball- red
2) sun-yellow
3) leaf- green
41 balloon - blue

2, 1) circle (4)
2) triangle (1)

3. bigger cup
smaller house

4. 1) c C

2) M m
3) G g
4) b B

5, 1) lost
2) girl
3) rain

o. jack-o-lantern- eye
glove - thumb

7. 1) good pets
2) with the balloon

8. bed

9. toys- balloon, kite
homes- two story house

story house

10, 1) in the cage
2) on the cage

11. 1) read red
2) be bee

12. 11 little
2) store

13, go - stop
he -'she
run -walk

14. 1) plays
2.) rained
3) rabbits

lc. 1) not kind
2) nut happy
3) not polite

I b 1) ready to sleep
2) in a slow way
3) someone who

paints

17. 1) house/work
2) rain/coat

18. 1) she
2) their

19. 1) the turtle
2) a kitten

20. children
colors
food

21. 2

3

22. 1) she worked
for money.

2) she got some'
peanuts

23. 1) put on her coat
2) saw a at
3) funny show

24, (the' 3rd sentence)

25, (the 1st and 3rd
-sentences

20, )) lump
2) walk
3) build

27, 1) big
2) green
3) 'happy

28,, I) very fa,it
2) at tlwzoo

8"Ado 18-

29. b (boat)
c (cake)
st (steps)
ch (children)
tr (train)

30. k (book)
d (bed)
st (nest)
ck (duck)
ch (watch)

31. 1) L
21 L
3) S
4) S
5) L

32. 1) now
2) blue

house
4) pair

33. 11 it is
2) can not

34. 1) e

2) a
3Y y

35. 3rd column
animal
balloon
color
day
egg

36. 11 12

2) The Yellow
Bike

37. 1) 1st sentence
2) 2nd sentence
3) 2nd sentence

1) the' day of the
week

2) a good story
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Student's Tally Sheet Test Resuis DPI-CRI Screening Test Level II or III

Pupil' s Name

I. D. Number Teacher

Grade

DPI-

School

1. Color
2.
3,
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

CRI Screening Test:, Level ___Date of Test

Perception
4 23.

24.
25,

26.
27.
28.

Cause! affect
Main idea
Summarizing

Word Recognition

3

Shape
Size
Alphabet
Configuration
Part/whole
Phrase sequence
Sound/symbol

2 1

2 2

4 40

3
32 Action words

Descriptive words
When, what, where

2
3

20 how phrases 2

Comprehension 29. Initial Consonants 5

9. Picture/Word clues 4 30. Final consonants 5

10. Prepositional phrases 2 31. Long/short vowels

11, Homonyms 2 32. Dipthongs, "r" vowels

12. Synonyms 2 digraphs 4

13, Antonyms 3 33. Contraction's 2

14. Inflectional endings 3 34. Consonant/vowels

15. Prefixes 3 irregularities 3

16, Suffixes 3
32

17. Compound words 2 Study Skills

18, Pronouns 2 35. Alphabetical order 1

19, Details 2 36, Table of contents 2

20. Cat .:gories 3 37. Word meanings

21, Sequence 1 glossary 3

22, Sequence 2 38. Refe rence source 2

8

Summary Possible Score Ptipil' s Score

Perception 20

Comprehension 40

Word Recognition 3?

Study Skills 8

Total

20

100
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Analysis of DPI Criterion-Referenced Screening Test
Level II and Level III

A. Student's Tally Sheet
This is to be prepared in dv.plicatk.. The teacher keeps one sheet

in her files. The second copy is forwarded to the Central Office after
the teacher and reading specialist have analyzed the results and for-
mul,t the Cycle I prescrirtion.

r ill out the information at t' top of the sheet. Be Sure name and
I. D. number is accurate a. Lois will be used to form the official
DPI enrollment list for Title I.

2. Enter the pupil's scores in the appropriate spaces.
r.3. Add each sub-total.

4. Fill in the Skills Summary section by placing each sub-total score
in the appropriate blanks.

B. Student's Profile Sheet
I. Using Table I as a guide, plot the pupil's individual profile by putting

an X on the dot that represents the number of items ,:orrect in each
area. This plotting will enable us to see the areas of the pupil's
strengths and weaknesses in relation to the other three areas. It
will indicate which areas need to be emphasized during the initial
instructional periods.

Table I: Item Equivalents

H 19-20 36-40 29-30 8

C 17-18 31-35 25-27 7

F 15-16 26-30 21-24 6

E 13-14 21-25 . 17-20 5

D / 10-12 16-20 13-16 4

C . 7 -9 11-15 9-12 3

B 4-6 6-10 5-8 2

A 1-3 1-5 1-4 1

Per- Corripre- Word Study
ception hension RecO . Skills

2. Using Table I as a guide, plot the pupil's profile by putting an X
on the dot ,odicating the level. This will indicate the pupil's. relative
ability in each area r s related to the other two areas.

Example: John A. made
the following sub-
test scores.

Perception 18

Comprehens
Word Recognition 21

Study Skills 2

Total 49

H

F

D
C
B
A

21

Per. Comp. Wd- Rc. St.- Sk.
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STUDENT PROFILE SHEET

Pupil's Name Grade

I. D. Number School

H

f,

G

i

"C .

B

A .

A

DIRECTIONS: Using Table I found on the Analysis Sheet, plot the

. pupil's progress by putting an X on the dot for each
skill area that indicates his skill level. Connect
the dots with a line. This will g iv( you a graphic
illustration of the pupil's rela.'ve ability in each
area as related to the other three area s.

22 '17- 86....



Student's Tally She t Test Results DPI-CRI St reening Test Level II or III

Pupil's Name

I. D. Nurniper Teacher

Grade,

DPI- CRI Screening Test:,

School

Level Date ot. Test

Perception
1. Color 4 23. Cause/effect 3

2, Shape 2 24. Main idea 1

3. Size 2 25. Summarizing 2

4, Alphabet 4 40

5, Configuration 3 Word Recognition
6. Part /whole 2 26. Action words 3

7. Phrase sequence 2 27, 1,-Sc riptivt words 3

8. Sound/symbol 28. When, what, where
20 how phrases 2

Comprehension 29. Initial Consonants 5

Picture/Word clues 4 30. Final consonants
10. Prepositional phrases 2 31. Long/short vowels 5

li. Homonyms 2 32. Dipthongs, "r" vowels
12. Syn. ms, 2 digraphs 4

13. Antonyms 3 33. Contractions 2

14. Inflectional ending t, 3 34. c.onsonant /vowels
15. Prefixes 3 Irregularities 3

16. Suffixes 3 32

17. Compound words Study Skills
18. Pronouns Alphabetical order
19. Details it,. able of contents 2

20. Categories 37. W,ord meanings
21. Sequence glossary 3

22. Seciuence 38. Refe nc source 2

8

Sunmiary

Perception
Comp rehen-; ton
Word R ec og n it con
Study Skills

Po' r

-10

12

87

s Score



[LP.' Primary Reading
0

Criterion-referenced Screening Test

Level ITT

Student's Name

.00'Number

School

Grade

"I"

C\I Teacher
(.7)

CO Date

Eng
V 88

1.1



2. green

Color

4. blue

Number Curr«
Possihb" Score: 4

1.



2

L. Shape

1. 0

90

2. 0

4 0

\1111, I, ! c r Ci) r I' t't I

Po s :-. thlt, ',-; 0 t- c :



0

0

3. Size 91
Ntimbe r Correct
PossIble Score: 2

3
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3.

5

play paly yalp play ypal

0 0 0 0

stop tops pots opts stop

0 0 0 0

never
I

reven never veren evern

0

"S. Con f tg u rat ton

0

93

0 0

Num') e r Co r rect _____
1-3oss i 1)1c' Score: 'i



6

1

2.

..-----

h. Part /Whol(,



0 above the clouds

0 in a pond

good to eat

0 made of nuts

95

Number Corry( t
Possible Score:

7



8

0

8.

..,

0

Sorinci symbol

S

1

B. Ware
231 N. Bost

Louisville, Ky.

Mrs. B. Smart
421b Good Road
Happy, Kentucky

1,

96

0

Number r Co r rect.
I )0 SS ibl t.'' S«) r (-: 1



\

0

1. food
c

0

9

an irr.J1

9. Picture/ word clues

97
Number Correct
Possible Score: 4
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I

ti

0 beside theNcc*.

0 under the-cage

inside the cage

0 on top of the ,cage

0 beneath the cage

0 beside the cage

10. Prepositional phrases Number Correct
Possible Score; 2

98



ro

1. John blew his blue whistle.

0 0 0 0

2. Two boys raced to the corner.

0 0 0. 0 0 0

Homonyms Number Correct
Postsible Score: 2

1. I am not afraid in the dark.

0 small 0 scared

2. This box is very large.

0 big 0 unhappy

12. Synonyms Number Correct
Possible Score: 2

99



12

2.

go
0 book

0 come

yes
0 no

0 so

new
0 now

0 old

13. Antonyms Number Correct
Possible Score: 3

0

1. My dog fast.

.0 runs 0 running

Dick is his plane.

0 fly 0 flying

3. The houe is red.

0 paint 0 painted

14. inflectional endings Number Correct
Possible Score: 3

100



41._ 1 am unafraid.,

0 scared
0 not scared

1

4:7

1 will rewrite 'the story,

0 write again
0 not write' .

i .

p

,__ 5

3. The boys ,disobey their mother.

0 do not obey

0 follow orders

o

15. Prefixes Number Correct
Possible Score: 3

101

3
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fi

My brother,is very helpful .

he=lps a lot

dOes:not help
1

Johan was careless and hurt himself.
-.<

0 did not 'watch, out

0. took good care'

3. The bird:sang merrily.

0 with joy

0 without joy

16. Suffixes

I t02

Number Ccr Feet
Possible Score: 3



1. The cowboy roped a calf.
0 0 0 0 0

2.The children made a snowman.
0 0 0 /0 0.

17. Compound words Number ;Cor rect
Vosiible- Score: 2

I lost toy boat.

0 us 0 my .0 we

2. will go to. the circus.

0 Their 0 Our 0 We

18. Pronouns

103

NuMber Cbrrect.
Possible Score: 2

15,
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The plane flew above the trees.

Thep.ilot looked down int6 the dark

forest.. Suddenly -he saw something

move. He-looked closely. Wos it a

red deer? Was it.a brown/bear7s No,

it was-the lost boy. The pilot was-

happy. He was going to land the

plane and save the boy.

1. A boy was lost

0 in the cornfield

0 in the forest

The pilot-saw

0 a red deer

0 the lost boy,

19. Details

104

Number Correct
Possible Score:



of
-1.7

animals fruit colors clothes

Er;

1. apple orange blueberry

2: coat pants dress

3. horse Cow sheep

20. Categories Number Correct
Possible Score: 3

a

The children ate the cake.

MOther mixed the cake' batter:-

She baked the cake in the oven.

P

21. Sequence

105

Number 'Correct
Posstble Store: 1
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MI'KE AND BOB

Mike and Bob made a doghouse for

,Brownie. First they found some old

boards..: They 'hailed the boards,

together. Then they put on the roof.'

Next they painted.the doghouse red.

BroWnie came over to the doghouse. He

shiffed.a0 sniffed. "Bow- Wow," "hr

barked. "Thank you for m9"ci,ew house."

1. Whdt.was the first thing Mike
and Bob diA2-

0 Milled boards together

0 pain:ted thethouse\red

0 found 'Some old boar'ds

2. What did the boys do after. they
nailed the boords togkher?

0 called Brownie

22. Sequence

0, put on the roof

0 painted the houge red
4

Nurni Coyrect

106, Possible Score: 2



e

19

.Bob was so hungry that he

0 went to sleep.

0 ate some cake.

2. Jane's =doll broke when ."she

0 .dropped it ,on the s idewalk.

0 ate some blueberries.

3. The .grass was` wet because,

0 it had i-ai-ned haTd,.

-0 the wind blew.

23, Caused effect
5

107

NeirnbUr Correct
Possit)l Score:- 3



r-

20.

THE RABBITS

The rabbits thought and thought

of a name for their%ne4 baby; They'

could not think .of a name they,li)ced.

At last Mr. Squirrel found a name feir

the baby. called him BUnny Boy.

The, rabbits .were happy.with that .

name They, liked this name, for their

hew baby-.

AO.

24. Main idea

IS

The rabbits had a new` baby,

A

The.,new baby rabbi-t was named. .

f

Mr. Squirrel ,vas happy.,,

7

108.

Number Correct
Possible Score:' 1
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Work In The Forest

A long time ago many mPri in our

country worked in the forL....s. They

had to.cutdown trees` by hand. They

used axes and large- saws. Their work

was hard and dangerous. They often

wore brightly colored clothes so that

they would be' easy to see. The men

were proud of their work.

0 Trees were cut down in the forest.

,0 Some men worked hard a long time
ago.

0 Brightly colored clothes are prett ".

25. Summarizing Number Correct
Possible Score:, 2

109
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1

knock
0A

lamb
0

skate
0

4

beautiful climb
.

soup
0 0 0

2t). Action Number Correct
Possible Score: 3

1. the funny clown
0 0 0

2. the lazy boy
0 0 0

3. a yellow basket
0 0 0

27. Descriptive words Number Correct
Possible Score: 3

110
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1. When are you .to come to my house?

Come to my house after breakfast.
0. 0 0< 0 0 0

2. What does Grandmother bake

everyday?

/Grandmother bakes sugar cookies.

0 , 0 0 0

everyday.
0

t

S. When, what, were, how phrases Number Correct
Possible Score: 2

111
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0 t
0 f
0 b

0 sl
0 sm

0 st

29. Initial consonants

0 1

0 c
0 k

cl
0 dr
0 st

br
0 tr

dr °

Number Correct
Possible Sepre: 5

b

0
0
0

d

1

30. Final consonants

0 th
0 tr
0. sh

112

0 tr
0 th
0 tf

Number Correct-
Posvible Score: 5



1. boat L S

0 0

2. play L S

0 0

.3. sick : L
0 0

egg L S

0 0

5. face L S

0 0

31. Long/short vowels Number Correct
Possible Score: 5

1. now house dot ,play
0. 0 0

, boy
,

snow boat noise
0 0 0

3. cook

4.

boot book cop
0 0 0

word 'card bit

0. 0 0

32. Diphthongs and "r" vowels, Number Correct
dig raphs

.
113

Possible Score: 4

25

1
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1

2.

I'm
0 I would

0 I am

you've
you have

0 can not

33. Contractions Number Correct
Possible Score: 2

1

2.

3.

light ligh t
0 0 0 0 0

wrap wrap
0 0 0 0

bake bake
0 0 0 0

34. Consonant, vowel Number Correct
irregularities 114 Possible Score: 3

.."



button

basket

bridge

- bell

35. Alphabetica.1 order
' A

1

Number Correct
Possible Scor'e: I

27

Going Fishing . . . 34

Let's Go .. . . 37

Let's Fish. . . . . . 40

Catching A Fish .

Joe's Big Fish. .

. . . . 43

. . 47

1. On what page does the story
Let's fish begin?

2. What is the name 41 the story that
begins on page 43?

36. Table of contents 115 Number Cc rrect
Possible Score:- 2
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adventure ,

adventure 1) un

unusual happening
2) to meet with
new and-exciting
happen ngs

against 1) touching
something 2)
opposite to

awful 1) soMething
terrible 2) to
fill with deep
respect

belt 1) a narrow
piece. of cloth

put around the
body .

cannon
.1=1101aLom....amao.

blink 1) to close-
the eye quickly,

blizzard a hard
snow with "high

winds

bother 1)' to worry
.2) give trouble
to

business 1) a way
to make a lividg
2) something
that must be
done

cannon 1) a large
gun

1. What is the'first entry-wOrd In
the glossary?

2. What is the last entry word in
the glossary?

3.- Would you use meaning number 1 or

number 2 for the wordagainst
the following sentence?

The ladder is lea ng against the ( )

house.

.......11

37. Appr,)pri It,.

116

NtitilberCorrcct
Possible Score: 3



v.

t

dictionary (1).

atlas
(,

, (2)

telephone, directory . (3)

encyclopedia (4) -7)

, 29

a. Which book would you use
to find someone's telephone ( )

number?
t,

VI

)
b. Which,book-would you use to

find the meaning of cLword? (

_.,

3*. Reference source

END OF TEST

117

Number Correct
Pos'sible Score: 2


